
Part Two 

 

Wax and Kevlar 

  

 When I was much younger, my mother alleged that she was born a star, a supergiant, 

from the Crab Nebula. She said that space is the reason she was so big. From Star to Earth, her 

physical semblance vastly changed, from the blob alien she inhabited amongst the farther earths 

and suns, to the aspect of a sultry, hazel-eyed model of seemingly Nordic extraction. Her 

transformation happened more than 1500 years ago, when she arrived, in one-quarter moment, 

close outside the orbit of earth, manning a wingless, windowless single-flyer space cruiser, the 

black vacuity of space behind her, the elaborate colors of the earth in front of her, the planet 

tremendous in its unassuming pallet of hues and shades only possible with the painters pallet of 

the nature gods. Her body was like a melted, store-brand gummy bear, leaking out of the cruiser 

with galactic grace and colored like the bottom of a toddler’s lunchbox. Her single, bulbous eye 

pulled the weight of the rest of her jellied mass toward the partially cloudy earth. She slithered 

onward toward the cusp of the planet’s pull, increasingly feeling the tug of earth’s atmosphere.  

Mom activated the ship’s tractor beam with her eye. The gaze of the beam muted her 

candy colors and nailed her in time with a galactic hammer, frozen. The tractor beam guided her 

through the thermosphere – she was a cunning dog on a galactic leash, both she and the cruiser 

gliding deeper through the top of the world, where her DNA began to auto-initiate morphing her 

God-given jelly form into a human one. To totally elucidate the near-magic of her body’s 

transfiguration – to really smother extra sweet frosting to the description of her divine 

metamorphosis, mom’s mercurial DNA smartly designed her body based on the template of the 

Ideal form of pure beauty according to the metrics of the Golden Ratio. The transfiguration took 

no time. No time. Literally, zero seconds, zero moments.  

The space cruiser’s gravity mechanism reactivated and began to inhale the new, human 

mom back into the cruiser by way of the tractor beam. But the microsystem shorted. The cruiser 

lost power to its propulsion microsystem network and began a free fall toward the surface of the 

earth. Mom, just beside the cruiser, blinked, and the ship paused in the middle of the air Shrill 

dins of the Stars precluded her death She heard the deathly shrieks of farthest earths and stars 

and it was a warning for manipulating time but she persisted in damaging the universe with the 



disruption of time Abraham Your mom was not tortured She broke the rules Broke the evenness 

of time She would not be privileged any longer with the experience of inhabiting a green Earth 

She made everything unfair Abraham She carried with her the stoicism of the Stars but the 

selfishness of mankind I did not become a priest for salvation but for redemption…Abraham Do 

you believe in the resurrection? The damage to the craft was extreme. Mom knew that she could 

rejuvenate the tractor beam’s potency long enough to lower her to the surface of the planet. The 

second thing she knew about this dilemma was that the damage to the cruiser was severe enough 

that this would be a one-way journey.  She wouldn’t think too sensitively about the implications 

of a one-way trip. Instead, she remained in the moment and renewed the tractor beam and 

continued earthbound at a constant speed. Looking down, there appeared below her a distortion 

in the topography of the earth: massive curls of white swept together by a divine impressionist’s 

brush into several piles. Mom slowed down the velocity of the tractor beam. The abstract cues of 

white, and splashes of blue peeking through them, became something more speakable: the 

Himalayas and the thick snowy clouds above them. 

Suddenly, in two moments, something was wrong. Amidst the troposphere, where mom 

was gazing at the earth with an infantile eye, a piece of space debris hurdled into her cruiser. The 

meteor destroyed the ship with ease, the mechanical creature splintering like dead wood by a 

rock club. All systems were lost. Mom’s body uncorked from the tractor beam’s steadily-held 

leash by the force of the collision. She was catapulted at breakneck velocity westward, 

gracelessly shredding against the natural rotation of the planet, moving from above the heavenly 

curls of white and verdant greens of Southeast Asia and the Himalayas, and soaring over the 

hunks of yellows and tans and occasional greens coloring the Coptic continent of Africa until the 

blue of the South Atlantic was all she could see. She did not panic. Mom gathered aerial 

composure, collecting, with a brief, glad sense of freedom, the sexy, shimmering bluish mirror of 

the sky below her. When a comforting preponderance of green mass came into sight amidst the 

blue vastness – greener and flatter than ever before – she locked on to it like an RAF pilot on a 

Luftwaffe fighter plane (an anachronism of which she was completely aware, as this was more 

than one thousand years before fighter jets). Drilling expertly through the lower spheres of the 

planet, mom began her descent like an angel, as if gliding with wings made of Kevlar than of 

wax. She braced for impact and swallowed the time. 



Mom lost her sense of touch at the beginning moments of that organic chapter of her life 

on earth. I was not born yet. Through the boisterous and loud-talking storm clouds, untouched, 

mom dodged thorns of lightning for some while before the grotesque cosmic notion of bad luck 

struck her more ways than one from her graceful twirl toward the island destination. Flailing best 

described the humor of her plunge down toward the smallish island. 

 

* 

 

Mom’s protective Kevlar UltraBulk® layering proved to be an effective part of an 

altogether unorthodox human body, as gravity concluded its carnivalesque dance when it flung 

her body like a drunken waltz partner chest first into a vertical outgrowth of the island upon 

which she was about to land. The UltraBulk® skin-plating shielded her chest from that tall stone 

formation that jutted coarsely from the earth, a terrestrial knife which would have skewered any 

other fleshy earth creature. The stone construct – evidently a kind of man-made obelisk – had a 

peak that had been recently and intentionally sharpened to be as lethal as a warrior’s claymore 

fresh from the smelting flames of a blacksmith. Her surviving the plunge directly segregated her 

being from that of any organism on the planet; this was her first example of such things. 

When mom awoke from the rough landing, she could not sense pain, and, basically, was 

in good shape.  But she could not feel the plushness of the grass she was lying on, or the whisper 

of the same breeze that was bristling the spiny shrubs of Brush Holly that stood just east of 

where she kerplunk’ed atop, then beside, the obelisk. Mom paid little notice to her new body. 

She rose to her feet with the same ache that comes when engaging the ignition of an aging 

Pontiac, but quickly she moved with measured eagerness to the Brush Holly shrubs. She plucked 

the small ruby berries that ornamented the plant, and crushed them in her new hands, wincing 

slightly at their bitter odor. Mom would later recall a surprising lack of self-awareness in that 

moment. To wit: not recognizing the absence of the sense of feeling.  

The barbed branches of the shrubs etched chalk-white scribble along the Mons Venus 

part of her palm.  Immediately, she believed the white scratches to be of a foreign language, and 

the bush, to be literate and verbal. The thorny bastards crawled along her skin in their violent 

scribble, their movements influenced by the intermittent gusts of wind. One-half moment more, 

the truth about her body unveiled itself:  she could not feel the barbs prick her flesh. She began to 



panic when she watched the barb draw scarcely a trickle of blood from the tip of her right ring 

finger, a fleshy spot of her body unprotected by UltraBulk®. The blood was pink. But creamy 

pink, like a bismuth-based liquid antacid; my mother’s blood could have been Pepto-Bismol®! 

In half of a moment, the scent of her blood coincided with the snapping sound of a 

blundering twig south of the sharpened obelisk. The snap came amidst thick grass, and mom 

leapt to the creepy batch of flora in one gorgeously executed pounce. She scared a young boy – a 

dirty-faced, totally rags to rags to rags and never riches type of kid.  This tatterdemalion boy was 

burying a body. Startled and guilty, he scurried away. But my mother would not lose track of the 

child in those moments, following him south using her legs and feet so skillfully that they hardly 

seemed new. She moved like a seasoned mare in a potent, full stride. After only a dozen yards, 

she caught the boy with ease. 

With her new, mentally inchoate lips, Mom asked the frightened boy, “Where am I 

being?” She had a storage unit in her head of the vocabulary and grammar principles of every 

written and spoken language on earth. But mom stumbled humbly and mostly humorously when 

she initially tried to make sentences.  “I know your mouth boy so ears to mine. Aloud this 

name.” The boy was terrified at the enormous idiot. “Where am I being?” she asked again. He 

had stepped back from the tall grass behind which he had been hiding, and slunk into an oddly 

big and naturally occurring isosceles triangle of dense greenery. By crouching in the middle of 

this shape of grass, the young boy hoped to be invisible, hoped the warbled language of the 

noxious voice spilling from the mouth of the tremendous monster would go poof and be gone 

forever. His hopes echoed the type of magic used in the stories that his grandfather would recite 

to him before sleep. The tremendous monster – my mother – was beautiful in a way only fiction 

could forge: blonde hair looking recently cleansed and moisturized by hair product, falling 

resplendent along a tall face capitalized by green-hazel eyes reminiscent of the marsh the young 

boy had passed on the way to that location. She wasn’t a fable, the boy gathered, moving his 

vision through the tips of the fronds of grass at a decidedly inquisitive giant. But she wasn’t like 

him and he was goddamn sure about that. 

1500 years ago, the boy’s island home surely could not know the difference between 

intergalactic aliens and the rapacious European ones that would occupy the island some several 

centuries later. To him, any physical, non-Islander body, the one that mom took on when she 

entered earth, would, all the same, appear alien. Mom might as well have taken the form of that 



uncircumcised demon from the stories told by the boy’s grandfather, which was probably least 

foreign to him in terms of familiarity if he added up the number of times he had heard tales of 

that demon; or, she could have not changed her form at all, and she could have maintained the 

form of the extraterrestrial blob of hyper-intelligent matter that she always was before her entry 

into earth. Or, she could have been the European form – the wrinkled, suntanned gentleman who 

wore a blue, feathered tricorn captain’s cap and a neat vest with fat, gilt, brazenly ornamental 

buttons, who would be standing proudly on the bow of his ship drifting toward the boy’s island, 

bearing either the Dutch or Spanish standard in the left hand, depending on the century, and a 

human-size missionary’s cross in the right hand. To the boy, it didn’t matter what mom looked 

like, for within the scope of his young world, all three shapes I just mentioned, in addition to her 

chosen Nordic one, were equally unsettling and unexplainable based on everything he knew 

about the world. 

Mom adjusted her language, “Where am I, young boy?” 

“What are you doing near our rock? Our spike to the clouds. What are you doing near it?” 

The young boy inched himself on all fours toward mom from the center of the grass triangle, 

flattening its green/brown marbled fronds forming a straight line of intractably brittle flora under 

his weight. The boy’s fears were ameliorated by personal curiosity and a lessened sense of 

hostility emanating from the tremendous lady. He exhaled the dirty adrenaline first breathed in 

when mom mistakenly caught him burying the young girl. Instead, the young boy sucked in a 

breath of cautious consciousness, his head dancing with a searching eagerness, infectious, 

drawing in more question-dancers into the voluminous mental foxtrot occurring that moment in 

his mind before the large, dreamlike lady.  The young boy had returned to the spot where he had 

been originally hiding. Now, he more comfortably knelt on his left leg, and rested his crossed 

arms on the other one, which was propped up at a steady 90⁰ angle in the area beneath his knee, 

femur parallel to the ground, hairless shin perpendicular to it.  In size, the young boy was a dust 

mite compared to mom. 

“Where am I?” mother asked, now using the language properly. She had shaken out the 

cobwebs of her system of communication. Mom then looked straight out towardd the hazy bog, 

awaiting a frightened answer from the young boy. In the next half-moment, mom entered a daze, 

and immersed herself in the stillness of the surface of the water surrounding them both, recalling 

the shimmering sexiness of the blue mirror she observed while in flight. She was tantalized by 



the language of the mosquitoes buzzing and the chitinous crickets chirping, and the collective 

unassuming organic motions of a terrific variety of arthropods native to the area. A half-moment 

became a whole one to mom, she would tell me later, as she became mindful of the potent 

delight of nature harvested in singular units, whole moments. 


